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A Ritchey-Chretien telescope responsive to images lo-
cated off the telescope optical axis includes transparent
flat plate means positioned in the ray path of the image.
The flat plate means has a tilt angle relative to the ray
path to compensate substantially for astigmatism intro-
duced by the Ritchey-Chretien telescope. The tilt angle
of the plate means is directly proportional to the off

.axis angle of the image. The plate means preferably
comprises two Oat plates having opposite inclination
angles relative to the ray path. A detector responsive to
the optical image as transmitted through the flat plate
means is positioned approximately on the sagittal focus
of the telescope.

10 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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RITCHEY-CHRETIEN TELESCOPE The tilt angle of the flat plate means relative to the ray
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION path 'S SUCh " to comPensate substantially for theORIOIN OF I Hfc IN VbN I ION astigmatism introduced by the telescope reflectors for

The invention described herein was made in the per- the off axis image. The flat plate is relatively small and
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 5 is moved relative to the telescope optical axis so that it
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National remains in the field of view of the particular off axis
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law image being sighted. The inclined flat plate means pro-
85-568 (72 Slat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). vides substantial central astigmatism that compensates

FIELD OF INVENTION for the ^̂ B1"31'8111 °ftne Ritchey-Chretien telescope.
10 It has been found that substantial compensation for the

The present invention relates generally to Ritchey- Ritchey-Chretien telescope astigmatism can be ob-
Chretien telescopes and more particularly to a Ritchey- tained with the flat plate by adjusting the plate inclina-
Chretien telescope including flat plate means for cor- tjon ^gig relative to the ray path so that it is substan-
recting astigmatism introduced by the telescope for op- tiaHy djrectly proportional to the off axis angle of the
tical images located off the telescope axis. 15 jmage

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION While a sin&e flat Plate can correct for the telescope
astigmatism, such a plate introduces lateral aberrations

Ritchey-Chretien telescopes having low eccentricity, (displacement of line of sight, coma, lateral color, and
primary hyperbolic reflectors and hyperbolic second- distortion that have a tendency to degrade the off axis
ary reflectors have been widely adopted because they 20 image being sighted. The lateral aberrations can be cor-
ehminate coma of classical Cassegrain telescopes. In recte<J b Htti ^ ,ate means imo fwo flat tfans.
certain applications, it is desirable to use Ritchey- parent segments, having opposite angles relative to the
Chretien telescopes for optical images located off axls ^ ,f ̂  ^ nts have an identica, index of

from the telescope axis which is defined by a common refraction ^ Mckness, they are inclined relative to
axis of the primary and secondary reflectors. For exam- 25 ^ faw amount, in opposite directions,
pie, in certain spacecraft and possibly observatory uv whi,e ̂  p,ate means introduces herica, aberrationS
struments, it is desirable to observe a primary optical and axia] co)or mto ^ Q .^ $ a{ ̂  de_
image which ,s located on the telescope am. while si- aberrations are relatively minor and do
multaneously observing a secondary, off axis ,mage. In materiaUy affect the sighted ^
the spacecraft application, this is particularly true if it 30. ' . , - ? , * . •
is desirable to track an off axis star image for location I" accordance with a further feature of the invention,
determination, while a primary image of interest, on the detector is located in a flat plane. The flat plane ,s
the telescope axis, is being observed for experimental '"clined relatlve to the beam axis, alon« a «™ght line
purposes. In order to utilize areas of the celestial sphere 'hat aPprox""ates the sagittal foci of the Ritchey.
having a low density of stars suitable for tracking and 35 Chre»'en "lescope. The position of the detector is ad-
position location, it is desirable to have as wide a field J^ted so .that " m™> "g !h'S hn" ? * ??m

of view as possible for the off axis images viewed or the offaxis angle of the image being sighted. Movement
sighted by the Ritchey-Chretien telescope. of the imaSe detector alon8 • st'a'8»" line is performed

A problem, however, of utilizing the conventional m a relatively uncomplicated and straightforward man-
Ritchey-Chretien telescope for off axis optical images 40 ner compared to movement which would be along the
concerns the astigmatism of the offaxis field. The astig- true- sa«lttal foci. which is curved,
matism increases as the off axis angle of the field in- II 's- accordingly, an object of the present invention
creases so that blurs of increasing area occur for larger to provide a new and improved Ritchey-Chretien tele-
off axis angles. Large blurs, of course, cannot be toler- sc°Pe particularly adapted for sighting off axis images,
ated for spacecraft tracking or observatory sightings. 45 Another object of the invention is to provide a Ritch-

In the prior art, the off axis astigmatism of Ritchey- ey-Chretien telescope wherein astigmatism of the tele-
Chretien telescopes has been corrected by utilizing sc°P« for off axis images is corrected by a relatively
field corrector refracting elements located in a region simple apparatus.
forward of the telescope focal plane. In systems of this A further object of the invention is to provide a
type, large refracting elements correct the entire field 50 Ritchey-Chretien telescope for offaxis images wherein
of view all at once, with resulting problems relative to the focal plane can be approximately represented as a
size, cost and criticality of positioning the refracting el- straight line.
ements in three dimensions. Another problem in utiliz- Another object of the invention is to provide a Ritch-
ing refracting elements in telescopes for simultaneously ey-Chretien telescope employing a small, relatively
sighting on and off axis images concerns the size of a inexpen-sive and noncritically positioned structure for
hole that must be provided in the center of the correc- correcting astigmatism introduced by the telescope for
tors to enable the on-axis image to reach a detector off axis images.
therefor. This hole causes severe vignetting (shading at An additional object of the invention is to provide in
the image edges) of the off axis image and therefore ._ a Ritchey-Chretien telescope means for correcting off
should be avoided. axis astigmatism without introducing substantial vi-

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION ^e^bove and still further objects, features and ad-
In accordance with the present invention, a Ritchey- vantages of the present invention will become apparent

Chretien telescope is modified to substantially elimi- ,. upon consideration of the following detailed descrip-
nate astigmatism introduced thereby for off axis images tion of one specific embodiment thereof, especially
by employing transparent flat plate means positioned in when taken in conjunction with the. accompanying
the ray path between the off axis image and a detector. drawings. ;
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RRIFFDFSrRIPTIONOFTHFDRAWINr Positioned to be responsive to light transmitted
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING through field flattener lens 21 is flat plate means 22

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodi- which corrects for astigmatism of off axis source 9 in-
ment of the invention; traduced by Ritchey-Chretien telescope 8. Plate means

FIGS. 2 and 3 are graphs respectively showing the 5 22 preferably comprises a pair of transparent flat glass,
astigmatism of a Ritchey-Chretien telescope and flat transparent plates 23 and 24, having the same thickness ,
plate means; and and index of refraction. The tilt angles of plates 23 and . A

FIG. 4 is a graph showing the sagittal foci of a Ritch- 24 relative to ray path 9IV are equal and opposite to ~:

ey-Chretien telescope employing the present invention. provide the desired astigmatic correction. The tilt angle ^
10 of plate means 22 relative to the normal of ray path 9"'

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING is direct,y proportional to the angle between off axis
Reference is now made to FIG. 1 wherein a Ritchey- source 9 and optical axis 13, i.e., the angle between ray

Chretien telescope 8 is illustrated as including a pri- 9' as »t impinges on reflector 11 and optical axis 13.
mary reflector in the form of hyperbolic mirror 11 and Light transmitted through plates 23 and 24 impinges
a secondary reflector in the form of hyperbolic mirror 1S on flat detector 25 which is positioned approximately
12. Hyperbolic mirrors 11 and 12 have a common opti- '" the sagittal, i.e., secondary, foci of telescope 8. To .
cal axis 13 and are formed as bodies of revolution this end, flat or planar detector 2S is tilted relative to
about axis 13. As is well known, the foci of reflectors optical axis 13' at an angle approximating the sagittal
11 and 12 are at the same point along axis 13. The ec- foci of the telescope.
centricity of reflector 11 deviates slightly from unity, 20 To enable secondary optical system 17 to track off
while the eccentricity of reflector 12 is materially dif- a*is «>uroe 9 as the off axis image rotates with two de-
ferent from unity. grees of freedom relative to axis 13, the secondary opti-

Optical energy from far field on and off axis sources cal svstem is rotatable about line 13', while flat plate'
10 and 9 is reflected by mirrors 11 and 12 and coupled „ means 22 and detector 25 are translatable relative to
through a centrally located aperture of reflector 11 to 25 axis l3' To enable the secondary optical system 17 to
an optical system 14 positioned behind mirror 11. The be statable about axis 13, the entire secondary optical
ray paths from sources 9 and 10 comprise rays 9' and svstem is mounted '" housing 26 having a central axis
10' from the sources to primary reflector 11, rays 9" coincident with axis 13 The central axis of housing 26
and 10" between reflectors 11 and 12, and rays 9'" and ,n rotates about its central axis to enable flat plate means
10"' from secondary reflector 12 to optical system 14. 3° 22 and detector 2f <° be P°"tKmed at an angle, «

Optical system 14 is divided into two segments IS commensurate with the angular position of .rnage 9
and 17, the former responsive to optical energy from about axls 13 in a Plane at n»ht *"&* to the sheet of

on axis source 10 and a second responsive to off axis rf,̂ '!!?' . . • ' « , . • « i -1-% j j
source 9. The primary optical system IS includes a 35 ,a

Wlthln housi"« *6 ?at '*?*.means « ""d detector
focal plane detector 16 for monitoring source 10, the " 25 arf. ̂ ted on plate 27 that is translated relative

. ... _ . .. • ' _ to optical axis 13 by an amount directly proportional
primary .mage of interest Secondary optical system 17 £ fidd p/between optical „£ & ̂  ray 9,
». provided to enable an off axis .mage to be sighted si- M ̂  ^ on ̂ ^ l L Because of ̂  tju

multaneously with the on axis >mage, thereby to m- a ,e of detector 25 movement of plate 27 transverse
crease the field of v.ew of the telescope. If the tele- 40 to

B
optica, axis 13- enables the d^clor to be located

scope is mounted on a spacecraft for example, source approxirnately in the sagitta| foci of the telescope.
10 may be a star being observed for spectral radiation, Romion of housing 26 and translation of plate 27
while source 9 may be a star utilized for tracking, i.e re,atjve to axis ,3, can be performed manually by an

to provide an indication of the location of a spacecraft operator observing the position of the secondary opti-
on which the telescope is mounted. In a typical embodi- 45 ca, image on detector 2S or automatically. If automatic
ment, the field of view of the secondary optical system contro, h included> a nece8Sity in an unmanned space-
17 is 24 minutes of arc. craft, detector 25 is provided with an electronic signal

Secondary optical system 17 is at right angles to opti- transducer to provide an indication of the position of
cal axis 13 and is centrally located about axis 13', a the secondary irnage relative to axis 13'. In response to
projection of axis 13 through the center of annular 50 thg position indicating signais derived by detector 25,
plane mirror 18. Plane mirror 18 >s positioned behind the values of p and <*> are automatically determined by
reflector 11 and has its center coincident with optical computer 28. In response to the value of <fr determined
axis 13 so that axis 13' is a continuation of optical axis by computer 28, housing 26 is rotated about axis 13 by '\
13, but in a plane at right angles to the common axis of servomechanism 29 while the value of p determined by
reflectors 11 and 12. Mirror 18 is formed as an annulus 55 computer 28 causes plate 27 to translate at right angles i
to enable ray~energy to be coupled through it to focal to axis 13' by servomechanism 31. '
plane detector 16 for on axis source 10. Mirror 18 is The tilt angles of mirrors 23 and 24 relative to the
tilted at an angle of 45° relative to axis 13 and is dimen- normal of axis 13' and ray path 9IV are maintained ap-
sioned so that off axis optical energy from source 9 is proximately directly proportional to the field angle p to
intercepted thereby to direct ray energy from the off provide automatic astigmatism correction. To this end,
axis source to secondary optical system 17, along a ray the value of p determined by computer 28 is fed to ser- •"•
path indicated by 9;v. vomechanism 32 which drives plates 23 and 24 through

Secondary optical system 17 includes field flattener differential 33 so that the plates have equal, but oppo-
lens 21, having a center which is coincident with axis 6J site inclination angles relative to ray path 9IV.
13'. Lens 21 is provided to correct for field curvature To provide an analysis of the correction introduced
introduced by the Ritchey-Chretien telescope for ray by the flat plate means 22 on the astigmatism of tele-
energy derived from off axis source 9. scope 8, reference is made to FIGS. 2 and 3 of the


